Up6? .ard ?f the provision of facilities for further th ?essiona^ study for those who have completed student curriculum and pissed into the ical profession through one or other of the ^PPomted portals. In some quarters it has seemed ^yCessary to invent a new term to describe those who an themselves of such facilities. Formerly, the D '.."graduate," or " diplomate," or "medical rea 10n6r'" Was considered sufficient, but for some Co SOn 0r other the authorities in charge of certain a jrses instruction for practitioners have invented the ?H?^nUe use ^e term " post graduate." Have to h Persons to whom this term is applied ceased blee8 fra^ua,tes and passed into some later stage of Bet neSS ?n ?ne ^an<^' or misery on the other 1 to ^ese alternatives we shall not attempt the 1Scjnm*nate> and even the announcement in one of SQi rlGge ProsPectuses that "a reading-room and rn.
, lng-room are reserved for the use of posteve U-a^es " ^08s n?t alter our decision. What, how-? j'ls certain is that if words mean anything, " post- t? the public opinion of this country. Such a , ggestion, or even the germ of it, would be cisively negatived by popular vote, and in this the parental voice itself would be most emphatic. Again, to supply gratis meals to improperly nourished children would be to put a premium upon careless, ignorant, and wicked parents, and would be a proceeding open to the most serious abuse. Moreover,, the ratepayers, if this were undertaken at the public charge, would have something to say on the matter.
The most hopeful proposal is that the teacher?though he would surely need adequate medical and other support?shall have power to give dinner tickets to underfed children, the charges being recovered by public authority from the parents.
The mere risk of the exposure entailed by such a proceeding would exercise a wholesome terror over the unnatural parent, as cruelty to children carries social censure in all classes of the population. But, however remedied, it cannot ba tolerated that children can be by public action compelled to perform tasks for which they are physically unfit.
The "Index Medicus."
It would not be easy to name a periodical of greater value to the present generation of medical men than the Index Medicus. With but slight difficulty and little expenditure of time it is possible to follow in its pages the progress in every branch of medicine and surgery as shown by the literature appearing from month to month in the civilised countries of the world.
In spite of its great) merits, the preparation of this work is costly, while from its nature it is hardly likely to obtain a great circulation, being more in demand as a library unit than as a journal to which a large proportion of individual medical practitioners will subscribe. Chiefly for these reasons the Index Medicus has had a chequered existence. On more than one occasion it has apparently breathed its last, only to be resuscitated for another short period of activity.
On the last occasion it was the Carnegie Institution in Washington who came to the rescue, and who in the early part of 1903 revived the work after it had been suspended for nearly four years. It will be remembered that the Carnegie Institution promised an annual gift of ?2,000 for three years for carrying on the work, and intimated that at the expiration of this probationary period the grant would be discontinued unless there was sufficient evidence of the utility of the work as shown by the number of copies subscribed for.
Unfortunately some "strikes" in the printing offices at Boston caused a delay in the issue of the number which deals with the literature of January of this year, and this delay resulted in the distribution of a circular letter emanating from the Institut de Bibliographic Medicale de Paris to the effect that the publication of the Index Medicus would probably not be resumed this year.
We are very glad to know that this rumour is unfounded, and that at the worst we may look forward to receiving the Index Medicus up to the end of 1906, as promised by the Carnegie Institution. As the 12 annual parts of the work can be obtained for the small sum of 25s. a year, it is greatly to be hoped that the medical profession will not be slow to show their appreciation of the Carnegie Institution's offer, and by subscribing in sufficient numbers for the Index Medicus to ensure its issue for many years to come.
